EMPOWERING HEALTH

Release Summary
Medtech 32
Version 22.15 – Build 5914 (October 2018)
This release summary provides an overview of the items included within the Medtech32 Version
22.15 Build 5914 release:

Compatibility Certifications
Description of Change

Category

Updates to the System Diagnostics module to remove Internet Explorer 7 and 8
options (as these are no longer supported by Microsoft). If you had Internet
Explorer 7 or 8 selected, it will now default to Internet Explorer 10.

Compatibility

Installation of a new Idiom Forms Engine for KonnectNet SureMed forms for Internet
Explorer 11 compliance.

Compatibility

Issues Resolved
Description of Change

Category

Fixes an issue where the System Diagnostics module was not displaying IE versions
correctly for users that did not have administration rights

Admin

Fixes and issue where the SMS Inbox and SMS Outbox were presenting error
messages and crashing when opened with no patient on the palette

Admin

Fixes an issue where in a specific scenario MIMS Drug to Drug Interactions were not
displaying all the relevant information to the user

Clinical

Fixes an issue where in a specific scenario multiple of the same MIMS Drug to Drug
Interaction Warnings were being displayed

Clinical

Fixes an issue where GP2GP messages from Indici were not importing correctly due
to the Consultation Date and Time format

Clinical

Fixes an issue where in a specific scenario the open screens within the Medtech32
desktop were not refreshing correctly when the patient was placed onto the
Palette via the Query Builder

Clinical

Fixes an issue where in a specific scenario the open screens within the Medtech32
desktop were not refreshing correctly when the patient was placed onto the
Palette due to the Alert prompt going behind the main Medtech32 desktop screen

Clinical

Fixes an issue that could cause duplicate barcodes to be created when using the
New Zealand ePrescribing module

Clinical
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Enhancement
Description of Change

Category

Implementation of a warning prompt/alert to the user when the patient on the
palette has been changed, but the patient related screens in the application have
not been refreshed completely.

Clinical

Implementation of a warning prompt/alert to the user when the patient has not
been placed on the palette via the Query Builder due to Medtech32 being
minimised.

Clinical

Changes to the View Provider/Patient Inbox screens to disable the file button once
clicked and ensure it is only re-enabled once the next message has been
completely loaded on screen to avoid instances of double clicking and mistakenly
filing a message

Clinical

For further information, or any other queries regarding the changes in this release, please
contact Medtech Support via:



Insight: Register for the Insight Customer Portal and Log a Support Ticket at
https://insight.medtechglobal.com/
Online Chat: www.medtechglobal.com
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